
 

MINI-MAKEOVER TIPS 
 

 JEWELER NOTES  
 

How to Lose 10 lbs: 
1. Wear Larger earrings, dime size 

or larger – focus is on the face, 
not the hips! 

2. Dress in one color, head to 
toe.  Black or navy are best!  

3. Dark colors minimize/ light colors 
maximize!!!! You can camouflage 
problem areas! 

4. Wear V-necks to elongate the 
neckline. 

5. Wear clothes that fit, even while 
you are losing weight.  You can 
always get alterations later. 

6. Keep your sleeves pushed up to ¾ 
length.  You can use sleeve bands 
or lose rubber bands. 

7. Accentuate your best 
feature!  Your face- bigger 
earrings, your waist – wear belts, 
your wrists -pile on the 
bracelets!!! 

8. Keep accessories in proportion to 
your size, tiny jewelry makes 
larger women look larger.  Huge 
jewelry makes petite women look 
smaller. 

9. Create vertical lines with long 
necklaces in layers.  Short 
necklaces with pendants creating 
a V! 

10. Add a dynamite jacket but keep 
unbuttoned to look your 
thinnest.  Wear a pin at your base 
of your shoulder pad, not your 
lapel! 
 

Your Color Analysis : 
1. Let’s discover if you are warm or cool!  Warm, 

you look great in “fall colors” like nature-olive 
green, rust, browns.  Cool, you look great in 
vibrant primary colors-hot pinks, cobalt blue, 
blue red, lime green. 
Experiment:  Hold Bright White paper or 
material up to your face, then use creamy tan 
white.  Or try Hot Pink or warm rust orange, 
ask guests which makes you look brighter????? 
(can only do this with one or two for time sake) 

2. Which jewelry will be best?  Cool is best in 
silver, warm is best in gold.  Everyone can wear 
turquoise! 

3. Always try and wear your best color closest to 
your face with a great jewelry ensemble in 
silver or gold.  Instant face lift!!!!!!!! 

 
 What’s Your Personal Style? 

1. Classic – you are timeless elegant!  Simple styles 
that match.  Great example, First Choice, Lifestyle, 
or Laura ensembles. 

2. Dramatic- you like to stand out and draw 
attention!  Examples Exotic, On the Fringe, All 
Decked out, Mint Condition. 

3. Natural- you like earthy choices, leathers, natural 
stones, etc… Ex, More imagination, Organic, Artisan, 

4. Romantic- you like the vintage looks, hearts, & 
pearls…Ex, Botanical, amazing Lace b, Downtown, 
Abby, all the pearls. 

 

 Closet Tips: 
1. What are the top 3 colors in my closet?  Have 

some color swatches to show jewelry on, let 
them tell you a few colors they all have in their 
closet, show those 

2. Try to only purchase things that center around 
and mix and match those colors. 

3. Buy fewer pieces and classic!  Ex.  2 suits + 2 
bottoms + 5 tops + great jewelry=30 
outfits!  Take one top and show 3 different 
jewelry looks on it.  That’s versatility. 

 
 
 


